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It is sho.wn that an analysis of experimental data on the energy distribution and angular cor
relations in the 1r- + p - n + 1r+ + 1r-, n + 1r0 + 1r0, and p + 1r- + 1r0 reactions makes it pos
sible to determine the amplitude for charge-exchange scattering of charged mesons into 
neutral ones: 1r+ + 1r- - 21r0• 

IN a previou~ paper by the authors1 it was shown 
that the experimental study of the photoproduction 
of two 1r mesons near threshold may give infor
mation on the charge exchange amplitude ( 1r+, 1r-) 
- 21r0 at zero energy. In this note analogous re
sults are presented for the case of production of 
a 1r -meson pair in a pion-proton collision. In 
this case knowledge of pion-nucleon scattering 
phase shifts ( o31 and o11 ) makes it possible to 
indicate a somewhat different method for analyz
ing the experimental data. 

Three reactions accompanied by production of 
two 1r mesons are possible in the collision of a 
1r- meson with a proton: 

1t- + p---+n + 1t+ + lt-, 
1t- + p ---+ n + 1t0 + 1t0 , 

1t- + p---+ p + 1t- + 1t0 • 

(1a) 
(1b) 
(1c) 

The squares of the matrix elements for reac
tions (1), with final-state interactions taken into 
account, can be written, analogously to the case 
of photoproduction of two 1r mesons, as follows 
(accurate up to terms linear in kr0 ) :1 

I (1t+7t-n IS 17t-p) 12 =p~ [ 1 + P12 sin t:fl12 • f (a2- a0) k12 

+ Pra sin t:flra • ~ V2 (b•t,- b.,,) k13], 

I (1t01t 0n IS lrr-p) 12 = p~ [ 1 + P21 sin t:fl21' T (a2- a0 ) kr2 

+ P2a sin t:fl:ia' f V2 (b•;,- b·1.) (k1a + k2s)], 

l<rr-7t0p IS 11t-p) 12 = P~ [ 1 + Pa1 sin t:fla1 • f V2 (b.,,- b.,,) kta 

2 v-+ Pa2 sin t:fla2 • 3 2 (b•1,- b.,,) k23], 

Ptk = Pk!Pt, (2) 

Here Pi and <Pi are determined by the relations 
A.i =Pi exp ( icpi) where A.i are the matrix ele
ments of reactions (1a) - (1c) at threshold; 
(a2 -a0 )/3 and -12 (b3; 2 -b1j2)/3 are, as before, 
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charge exchange amplitudes for 1r-1r and 1r-N 
scattering at zero energy; kzm is the absolute 
value of the relative momentum of the l -th and 
m -th particles, which are numbered in the order 
in which they are written out in the left hand sides 
of Eq. (2). 

To determine a?- a0 it is sufficient, as in ref
erence 1, to study the angular or energy distribu
tion of the reaction la because the coefficients 
P12 sin cp 12 and p 13 sin cp 13 are related due to 
charge independence by 

(3) 

Below we discuss in some detail the quantity 
p12 sincp 12 which enables us to give a rough esti
mate of the magnitude of the effect and indicate a 
method for a determination of ( a2 - a 0 ) without a 
measurement of the ratio of the coefficients of 
k12 and k13 • 

Near threshold the contribution to the matrix 
elements of reactions (1a)- (1c) comes from the 
Pl/2 state of the (1r-, p) system. The (1r-, p) 
system is a superposition of isospin T = 1/2 and 
% states. Consequently, if we characterize the 
system (N, 1r, 1r) by its total isospin T and the 
isospin of the two mesons T 12 , then in the final 
state there are only the following possibilities: 
T= 1/2, T12 =0 or T=%, T12 =2 (T12 =1 is 
forbidden for zero-energy 1r mesons). There
fore the three amplitudes A.i may be expressed 
in terms of two isospin invariant matrix elements 
< 1/ 2 o I s 1 1/2 > and <% 2 I s I % > . 

It is easy to show (see reference 2) that the 
phases of these matrix elements arise from 
initial-state interactions and coincide with the 
scattering phase shifts of 1r mesons on nucleons, 
611 and o31 , in the P 1/2 state with isospin T = 
% and % at the energy corresponding to the 
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threshold of the reactions under study. We can 
write 

<+ 0 IS 1 +> = F 11ei5a, <..'!.. 0 1 S I ..'!..' = F io, 
2 z / 31e ' (4) 

where Fu, Fat are real (but may be positive as 
well as negative ) . 

It is then easy to find for "-t• A.2, and A.a: 

f-1 = Pte1 '~'' =- (V2;3) Fue15" + (l/3 V5) F31e'5", 

A2 = P2C1"'' = (V2;3) Fne15" + (2;3 V5) F31e15", 

(5) 

Equation (5) leads in particular, to Eq. (3). 
Let us express Pt2 sin <Pt 2 in terms of F and 

o: 
PI2 sin cp12 = 3 sin (a a,- lin) ' x = ~. (6) 

x V10 + 1jx V 10-2 cos (li 31 -li") Fs, 

Thus the quantity p12 sin <Pt 2, which determines 
the order of magnitude of the effect, depends on 
Oat - ou and x. The scattering phase shifts oat 
and o11 , at energies 140-220 Mev in the center 
of mass system, are but poorly known. a It is ex
pected, however, that I o11 - o3t I ~ 10 deg 
(B. M. Pontecorvo, private communication). 

The quantity Pt2 sin cp 12 behaves as a function 
of x (with Oat- o11 = 10 deg) as shown in the 
figure. For x < 0 the effect is small. In that 
case it would be more favorable to study the 
reaction (1b). 

In order to determine Pt2 sin <Pt2, assuming 
the phase shifts o11 and oa1 to be known, it is 
necessary to know x. A measurement of the 
ratio (pk/p~) of the rates of any two of there
actions ( 1a - 1c ) at threshold would determine 
x, using Eq. (5). However, the x so determined 
will be two-valued. One may also determine x 
by measuring the ratio of the rate of reaction (1a) 
to the rate of either of the reactions 1r+ + p-
1r+ + 1r0 + p, 1r+ + 1r+ + n (the cross sections for 
these reactions are ,..., F~t). Here again x will 
be two-valued. To obtain a unique value for x 
it must be measured by any two of the indicated 
methods. Otherwise two alternatives for the sign 
of a2 - a0 will be obtained. 

Once the quantity p 12 sin <Pt2 has been deter
mined, it is sufficient to study, for example, the 
dependence of the total cross section for reaction 
(1a) on the energy of the incident 1r- meson. This 
cross section is given by (see reference 3): 

'" - 2p s I + 64 . [( > v--~ -- P1 l 45, P12 sm 'f12 a2- a0 2:J.12T 

--(b,1,-b,1,}V6rJ.Jaf]}, 

(J.12 = (J.i2, :1.,a = m:L/(m + :1.), (7) 

where m and JJ. are the nucleon and meson 
masses, and T is the kinetic energy of the three 
particles in the center of mass system. 

The method described for determining a 2 - a0 

can also be used in principle in the photoproduction 
of two 1r mesons on a proton} Instead of Eq. (6) 
we have in that case 

3 sin (a"'- a 11 ) Gn (8) 
Pt"sincp 12 =~ yJI5+1/yV5-2eos(a31 -an)' y = Ga,' 

ia · where Gate at and G11e1 a11 are the matrix ele-
ments for photoproduction in the isospin states % 
and t;2 (with a total angular momentum %) . The 
phases a 11 and aat differ from zero because of 
the existence of a real intermediate state y + N 
- N + 1r- N + 1r + 1r, and can be expressed, with 
the help of the unitarity condition,2 in terms of 
photoproduction amplitudes and the matrix ele
ments F11 and Fat (see reference 4) for the 
1r into 27r transition: 

0 11 sin ot11 = ±! M 11 IIFnl r'1•, 

Gal sin lltal = ±I Mail iF 311 r'1•. (9) 

Here M11 and Mat are the amplitudes for the , 
photoproduction of a single 1r meson by an M1 
photon at a photon energy E = m + 2JJ. in a state 
of total angular momentum t;2 and isospin % and 
% respectively. 4 r is the phase space volume 
( k2 dk/dE) of the nucleon +pion system at energy 
E = v'k2+ m2 + v'k2+ JJ.2 = m + 2JJ.. If the photo
production amplitudes M are normalized so that 
the cross section is given by a = f I M 12 dQ, then 
ff = l.5JJ.. 

The authors express gratitude to B. M. Fonte
corvo for his interest in this work and discussion 
of the results. 
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